Accessories
All-New

Hyundai i30

The New
People’s Car.
Rarely does a new car come along that
looks so right, that feels so now. The All-New
Hyundai i30 does all that in style.
That’s what makes it the New People’s Car.
Here’s how you can complement its qualities
with your own selection of Hyundai Genuine
Accessories.

The accessories in this brochure are applicable for both i30 5dr and i30 Wagon unless
specified otherwise.
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STYLING

Enhancing design.
Complement the confident and timeless design of your All-New i30
with your choice of accessories that are both stylish and practical.

LED door projectors, i30 logo

LED footwell illumination, white, first row
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LED footwell illumination, blue, first row

LED door projectors, Hyundai logo

LED footwell illumination
Accentuate the premium flair of your
cabin with concealed illumination of
the footwell. It creates a welcome glow
of refined ambient light whenever the
doors are opened and closed, fading
out as the engine starts. Available in
stylish blue and classic white.
99650ADE20W (5dr, white, first row)
99650ADE20 (5dr, blue, first row)

LED door projectors, Hyundai logo
Introduce more finesse into the darkness, by featuring the Hyundai logo
on the ground next to your open front
doors. Projected with a clear focus
and distinct radiance – for a refined
touch to every entrance.
99651ADE00H (5dr)
99651ADE99 (additional cable kit for
vehicles without smart key)

LED puddle lights

LED door projectors, i30 logo
Groundbreaking, ground-illuminating.
These LED door projectors are activated every time your i30 front doors are
opened – shining a subtle yet sharp
glow on the ground for a uniquely stylish entry, complete with the i30 logo.
G4651ADE00 (5dr)
99651ADE99 (additional cable kit for
vehicles without smart key)

LED puddle lights
Shine a light on every entrance to your
i30 with these subtle yet unmistakable
LED puddle lights. Guaranteed to
make a style statement. They let you
see more as you enter and exit the car,
especially in darkness.
99651ADE00 (5dr)
99651ADE99 (additional cable kit for
vehicles without smart key)
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Door mirror caps
Add a touch more urban elegance
to your i30 and emphasize its other
exterior design features with these
high-gloss stainless steel caps.
G4431ADE00ST (set of 2)
Tailgate trim line
Superb elegance in every detail: this
high-gloss stainless steel strip brings a
stylish finishing touch to your tailgate,
and complements the other details
that make your i30’s exterior styling
unique.
G4491ADE00ST (5dr, set of 2)
Entry guards
Make first impressions count.
Welcome passengers to your cabin
with these stainless steel entry
guards featuring the i30 logo.
G4450ADE00ST (set of 4)
Side trim lines
Bring more premium dynamism to
your side panels. Conveying a highgloss stainless steel look, this addition
will intensify the sporty elegance of
your i30.
G4271ADE00ST (set of 4)

Door mirror caps

Tailgate trim line (5dr)

Entry guards

Side trim lines

The elegant high gloss stainless
Rear bumper protector on page 25
harmoniously complements these
bright styling elements.
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Adding a dynamic accent.
Attractively styled alloy wheels that add a touch of elegance
and sportiness.

Alloy wheel 15″
15″ five-double-spoke alloy wheel,
silver, 6.0Jx 15, suitable for 195/65 R15
tyres. Cap and nuts not included. Not
applicable for vehicles with electric
parking brake.
52910G4100PAC
Alloy wheel 15″ Asan
15″ five-double-spoke alloy wheel,
silver, 6.0Jx 15, suitable for 195/65
R15 tyres. Cap included, nuts not
included. Not applicable for vehicles
with electric parking brake.
G4400ADE05
Alloy wheel 15″ Mabuk
15″ five-spoke alloy wheel, grey,
6.0Jx 15, suitable for 195/65 R15 tyres.
Cap included, nuts not included.
Not applicable for vehicles with
electric parking brake.
G2400ADE05
Alloy wheel 16″ Mabuk
16″ five-spoke alloy wheel, grey,
6.5Jx 16, suitable for 205/55 R16 tyres.
Cap included, nuts not included.
G2400ADE06
Alloy wheel 16″ Asan
16″ five-double-spoke alloy wheel,
bi-colour, 6.5Jx 16, suitable for
205/55 R16 tyres. Cap included,
nuts not included.
G4400ADE06
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Alloy wheel 16″
16″ five-double-spoke alloy wheel,
6.5Jx 16, suitable for 205/55 R16
tyres. Cap and nuts not included.
52910G4200PAC

Alloy wheel 15″

Alloy wheel 15″ Asan

Alloy wheel 15″ Mabuk
Alloy wheel 16″ Mabuk

Alloy wheel 16″ Asan

Alloy wheel 16″

Alloy wheel 17″

Steel wheel cover 15″

Locking wheel nuts and key

Alloy wheel 17″
17″ five-double-spoke alloy wheel,
7.0Jx 17, suitable for 225/45 R17 tyres.
Cap and nuts not included.
52910G4300PAC
Steel wheel 15″
Ideal for winter tyre use. 6.0Jx15,
suitable for 195/65 R15 tyres. Not
applicable for vehicles with electric
parking brake.
52910G4000PAC (not shown)
Steel wheel cover 15″
High quality plastic wheel cover for
use with Genuine steel wheels.
52960G4000
Locking wheel nuts and key
A highly effective and reliable way to
secure your alloy wheels from theft.
They can only be removed with the
special key provided.
99490ADE50
TPMS - Tyre Pressure Monitoring
System
Make safety and driving efficiency a
top priority, with genuine sensors for
optimum tyre functionality. The TPMS
kit lets you monitor air pressure levels
in your tyres at all times.
F2F40AK990 (not shown)
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Augmenting versatility.
Sturdy accessories that make it so easy to carry your lifestyle
with you on all your adventures.

Cross bars, aluminium

Cargo separator, upper frame

Cargo separator, upper frame
Fitting perfectly between the rear
seatbacks and the roof, this robust
product protects vehicle passengers
from the movement of items or pets
in the trunk. The easy to install grid is
designed not to restrict the driver’s
rearward view. Only for vehicles with
safety barrier net option.
G4150ADE10 (Wagon)
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Cross bars, steel

Cross bars, aluminium
Get more space for your adventures.
These secure, lightweight cross bars
are purpose-built for the i30 Wagon
roof rails and easy to install. So you
can set off on future trips with all you
need. Only suitable for cars with OE
roof rails. Fits for vehicles with and
without a panoramic sunroof.
G4211ADE00AL (Wagon)

Cross bars, steel
Easy to fit, easy to trust. These steel
cross bars are custom-made for your
i30 Wagon, forming a secure and
lockable basis for roof carrier systems
and all your roof transportation needs.
Only suitable for cars with OE roof
rails. Fits vehicles with and without a
panoramic sunroof.
G4211ADE00ST (Wagon)

Roof box
Whatever the reason, whatever the
season: when you require additional
storage for your i30, this roof box
gives you both quality and quantity.
Aerodynamic and sleek, easy to install
and robust, it also features dual side
opening for fast loading and unloading. Capable of transporting up to
75 kg. Lockable for theft prevention.
Dimensions: 195 x 73.8 x 36 cm.
99730ADE00

TRANSPORT

TRANSPORT

Roof rack, aluminium
The versatile solution for outdoors
adventurers. This strong yet lightweight aluminium roof rack provides
the secure basis for mounting your
choice of quick-to-install roof carrier
systems. Not suitable for vehicles
with panorama sunroof.
G4210ADE00AL (5dr)
Roof rack, steel
Make the most of your roof to
transport cargo securely and simply.
Designed specifically to fit your i30
and made from robust steel, this roof
rack locks into place and forms a firm
foundation for attaching other transportation accessories with absolute
ease. Not suitable for vehicles with
panorama sunroof.
G4210ADE00ST (5dr)
Ski & snowboard carrier 400 & 600
The family-friendly solution to action
packed winter holidays. The “Ski &
snowboard carrier 400” for up to 4
pairs of skis or 2 snowboards is fast
and convenient to fit, and can even
be locked to keep your gear secure.
For even more storage space you can
opt for the “Ski & snowboard carrier
600” that can hold up to 6 pairs of
skis or 4 snowboards.
99701ADE10 (400)
99701ADE00 (600)
99701ADE90 (U-mount adapter kit
for steel roof racks/steel cross bars)

Roof rack, aluminium

Roof rack, steel

Ski & snowboard carrier 400

Ski & snowboard carrier 600

Xtender ski & snowboard carrier
The perfect winter holiday partner.
This easy-to-mount carrier can hold
up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards,
sliding out sideways for effortless
loading and unloading, while keeping
your clothes clean and away from
contact with your car. Lockable for
added security. Spacer included for
compatibility with roof rack.
55700SBA10
ProRide bike carrier
Reduce the effort of loading and
unloading on your next cycle trips
with this premium carrier. Simply
place your bike on the frame holder
and you can adjust and secure it
single-handedly at roof level using
the convenient rotary knobs.
Carries up to 20 kg. Lockable for
added security.
55701SBA10
FreeRide bike carrier
All the biking pleasure, with minimum
loading effort. This carrier makes it so
easy with its quick-lock frame holder,
smart wheel holders and adjustable
quick-release straps. It can carry up to
17 kg and features a secure lock too.
55701SBA21

Xtender ski & snowboard carrier

ProRide bike carrier
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FreeRide bike carrier
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Tow bar wiring kit
Installation uses original vehicle
connectors and a multifunctional
trailer module which amplifies all
necessary signals.
Compatible with both conventional
bulb and LED trailer lights and
featuring audible warning for trailer
turn indicator or brake light malfunction. The rear fog lamp of the vehicle is
automatically switched off when
a trailer is connected.
Available with either a 7-pole socket
with drainage holes to prevent
accumulation of water or a 13-pole
waterproof socket housing.
The 13-pole based system is prepared
to manage all modern caravan
functions. In order to use its full
functionality please additionally
order extension kit.
For vehicles without trailer package:
G4620ADE00CP (7-pole)
G4621ADE00CP (13-pole)
55621ADE01 (+15/+30 extension for
13-pole)

Tow bar, detachable
Detachable and above all dependable: You can rely on this corrosionresistant steel tow bar to transport
your cargo securely and efficiently.
Featuring a 3-ball locking system,
it can be simply detached. Maximum
payload for bike carrier usage is
75 kg including bike carrier weight.
Certified according to UNECE 55R.
G4281ADE00 (5dr)
G4281ADE10 (Wagon)

Tow bar, fixed
Looking for a convenient and reliable
solution to transport heavy loads on a
regular basis? This corrosion-resistant
tow bar gets full marks in all disciplines. Maximum payload for bike
carrier usage is 75 kg including bike
carrier weight. Certified according
to UNECE 55R.
G4280ADE00 (5dr)
G4280ADE10 (Wagon)

Tow bar, detachable

Tow bar, fixed

Tow bar wiring kit

Luggage net

Important tow bar information
Maximum towing load capacity will depend on your car’s specification.
Please consult your dealer for further information. All Hyundai i30
Genuine tow bars are corrosion resistant, certified by ISO 9227NSS salt
spray test, and comply with OE Car Loading Standard (CARLOS) –Trailer
Coupling (TC) and Bike Carrier (BC) requirements.

For vehicles with trailer package/
Wagon:
G4620ADE10CP (7-pole)
G4621ADE10CP (13-pole/+30
included/prepared for +15 extension)
Based on your actual tow bar usage,
adaptors are available to temporarily
change 7-pole to 13-pole or vice versa.
13-pole (vehicle) to 7-pole (trailer/
caravan) adaptor: E919999137
7-pole (vehicle) to 13-pole (trailer/
caravan) adaptor: 55622ADB00
Please consult your dealer for further
information.
Bike carrier for all tow bars
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Luggage net
Keep your things tidy, secure and
easy to find while you drive. Designed
for the load compartment floor, this
durable and flexible net keeps fragile
items from moving around your trunk.
85790F2000 (5dr)

Bike carrier for all tow bars
On day cycle trips or biking holidays, this carrier takes all the hassle out of loading and unloading.
It carries two bikes with a maximum payload of 60 kg. Compact and theft-resistant, you can even
open the tailgate with your bikes on the back! The bike carrier has a 13-pole socket. A 13-pole tow bar
wiring kit or alternatively a 7-pole wiring kit along with the 7-pole to 13-pole adaptor would be
required for installation.
E823055001 (LHD)
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Genuine for a reason.
Developed with precision to fit perfectly, Hyundai
Genuine Accessories have been designed, manufactured
and tested to the same rigorous standards as your new i30.
So its outstanding quality and durability will never be
compromised.

Genuine Mats
• Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) specified and tested materials
• Designed for a perfect fit
• Durable safe fixation ring and anti-slip backing

Genuine Wheels
• Developed according to the Original Equipment (OE) requirement
• Structural integrity guaranteed by intensive testing
• In line with Hyundai Original Equipment (OE) specifications

Genuine Roof Racks
• Designed to maximise roof load capacity of your vehicle
• Special design to reduce aerodynamic noise
• Rigorous testing as per the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) standard

Genuine Tow Bars
• Rigorous testing as per the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) standard
•C
 ARLOS BC for bike carrier usage and CARLOS TC for Trailer/Caravan usage
ensuring complete safety
• E-coat painting process for effective rust prevention
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Feeling at home.

Ice/sunscreen
Comfort and visibility, all year round.
This screen shields your cabin from
heat build-up on sunny days and
prevents ice forming on your windscreen in freezing temperatures.
Custom-made for the i30, it is theftproof when fitted.
G4723ADE00

Thoroughly practical and ingenious solutions that
make every journey more comfortable and convenient
for you and your passengers.

Ice/sunscreen

Take-away hook

Rear seat entertainment cradle for iPad®

Take-away hook
More stability, less spillage. This
discreet yet effective hook lets you
secure bags containing take-away
food and drink in place, reducing
the risk of any mishaps while driving.
Mounted on the lower passenger
side of the centre console.
99743ADE00

Business suit hanger

Park distance control, rear

Business suit hanger
Crease-free clothing on arrival. Attach
it easily to the front seat, then hang it
in your office or hotel room. Must be
removed if the rear seat is occupied.
99770ADE10
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Rear seat entertainment cradle
for iPad®
Movies, apps, music and more. Your
backseat passengers can enjoy full
iPad® use with this cradle, conveniently mounted on the front seat back.
It can be tilted and rotated for the
perfect viewing angle. Fits to iPad®
1, 2, 3 & 4 and iPad®Air 1 & 2. Charging
feature and iPad® not included.
99582ADE01

Park distance control
Invaluable when manoeuvring into tight spaces. Thanks to audible warning
signals that alert the driver when nearing obstructions. Appearance may differ
from factory installed sensors.
99602ADE00 (front, LHD)
99603ADE00 (rear, LHD / Angle adapter required for Wagon: 99603ADE99)
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Maintaining quality.

All weather mats, with colour accent
However extreme the weather,
however extreme your adventure,
these durable and easy-to-clean floor
mats form a protective layer against
wet, muddy or sandy shoes. With a
customized shape, i30 logo in two
different colours, and fixing points to
hold them firmly in place.
G4131ADE00BU (LHD, blue, set of 4)
G4131ADE00GR (LHD, grey, set of 4)
G4131ADE10GR (RHD, grey, set of 4)

Keeping your All-New i30 clean and tidy will also
help preserve its value and good looks.

Textile floor mats, standard
Guard your cabin floor from everyday
wear, with this protective covering of
hard-wearing needle felt. Made-tomeasure and featuring the i30 logo in
the driver’s mat, these mats are held
in place with fixing points and antislip backing.
G4141ADE00 (LHD, set of 4)
All weather mats, with colour accent

Textile floor mats, velour
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Textile floor mats, standard

Textile floor mats, premium

Textile floor mats, velour
Introduce a good-looking yet hardwearing floor covering to your i30
in high-quality velour. Tailor-made,
the mats feature the i30 logo in the
front row and are held in place with
fixing points and anti-slip backing.
G4143ADE00 (LHD, set of 4)
G4143ADE10 (RHD, set of 4)
Textile floor mats, premium
A touch more exclusivity: These pearl
velour floor coverings have a luxurious
look and feel, and are tailor-made to
protect your i30’s footwells. Noticeably thick and emblazoned with an
elegant black and silver metal cast
Hyundai logo in the front row, they
also feature fixing points and anti-slip
backing.
G4144ADE00 (LHD, set of 4)
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Trunk liner
From gardening tools to family pets –
some cargo can be potentially wet
or grimy. This durable, anti-slip and
waterproof liner with raised edges will
keep your trunk clean nonetheless.
With a textured anti-slip surface to
prevent loads moving around. Madeto-measure for the i30.
G4122ADE00 (5dr, for vehicles
with luggage undertray)
G4122ADE10 (5dr, for vehicles
without luggage undertray)
G4122ADE20 (Wagon)

Trunk mat
Made-to-measure, made-to-protect.
No matter what your cargo, this mat
keeps your trunk looking like new for
longer. Made from high-quality velour
and featuring the i30 logo.
G4120ADE00 (5dr, for vehicles without luggage undertray)
G4120ADE10 (5dr, for vehicles with
luggage undertray)
Trunk mat, reversible
Enjoy double the protection with
two flippable surfaces - high-quality
velour on one side, and a resilient dirtresistant finish on the other - to suit
the whole range of different transports life brings with it. With press
buttons for fixation of the fold-out
bumper flap for extra protection.
G4120ADE20 (Wagon)

Trunk mat

Bumper flap for trunk mat, reversible

Bumper flap for trunk mat, reversible
This custom add-on attaches to your
trunk mat (reversible) and protects
your rear bumper while loading and
unloading, or when dogs jump in and
out. When not is use it is easy to fold
away or detach in seconds.
55120ADE00 (Wagon)
Trunk mat, reversible

Trunk liner (Wagon)

Trunk liner (5dr)
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Rear bumper protection foil, black
Covered and carefree. This black film
gives you the peace of mind of knowing that the top surface of your rear
bumper is protected from scrapes
and scuffs.
G4272ADE00BL (5dr)
G4272ADE20BL (Wagon)
Rear bumper protection foil,
transparent
Effective and simple protection
where it’s most needed: this discreet
transparent foil shields your rear
bumper from loading and unloading
damage.
G4272ADE00TR (5dr)
G4272ADE20TR (Wagon)
Mudguard kit, front and rear
Driving in bad weather or on rough
terrain, these sleekly shaped custommade mudguards form an effective
shield protecting the underbody, sills
and doors of your i30 from excessive
dirt, slush or mud-spray.
G4460ADE10 (front, LHD)
G4460ADU10 (front, RHD)
G4460ADE20 (rear, 5dr, LHD)
G4460ADU20 (rear, 5dr, RHD)
G4460ADE30 (rear, Wagon, LHD)
G4460ADU30 (rear, Wagon, RHD)

Rear bumper protection foil, black (5dr)

Mudguard kit, front
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Door handle recess protection foils
From scratch-prone to scratchproof:
these durable, transparent films
protect the paintwork in your door
handle recesses from any fingernail
or key scratches over time.
99272ADE00 (set of 4)

Rear bumper protection foil, black (Wagon)

Mudguard kit, rear

Rear bumper protection foil, transparent

Door handle recess protection foil

Rear bumper protector
Shiny and shielding. This stylish
protector in striking stainless steel
provides an effective shield for your
rear bumper. It harmoniously complements all bright styling elements.
G4274ADE00ST (Wagon)

Rear bumper protector
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Warning triangle
Stay safe when stranded. This highvisibility warning triangle makes sure
approaching motorists see you in
time. Lightweight, stable and foldable,
it is also compliant with the latest
ECE-R27 standard, a legal requirement
in most European countries.
99942ADE00

Taking good care.
Your new i30 has been engineered to look after you.
And to look after itself. But it always makes sense to
have a few “extras” on board.

Warning triangle

Safety bag

Safety bag
Enjoy the added peace of mind of
having this safety bag on board. It
contains two safety vests, a warning
triangle and a first aid kit compliant with the current DIN 13164:2014
standard, legally required in numerous
European countries.
99940ADE00
Safety vest
Maximum visibility for maximum
safety, all day and night. This neon
vest with reflective strips lets other
motorists see you from a distance if
you have to leave your i30. It complies
with EN 20471, a legal requirement in
most European countries. One size
fits all.
99941ADE00 (one vest)

Safety vest

Touch-up paints
Keep your paintwork in top condition
with genuine touch-up paints for repairing scratches and stone chips, and
protecting from corrosion. Developed
to precisely match the colour of your
i30. Please consult your dealer for the
correct colour code.
Winter car care kit
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated winter screen wash to ensure
that your wipers run smoothly over
the windscreen, keeping it clear and
free from road dirt, freezing rain and
snow. Plus a windscreen de-icer
pump spray that helps to clear frozen
windows and prevent re-icing. An ice
scraper speeds up the removal of ice,
and a sponge wipes away condensation from the windows.
LP973APE109H (kit contains all the
above mentioned products)
The following are also available
individually:
a. Windscreen de-icer spray
(500 ml) LP973APE110H
b. Winter screen wash concentrate
(-60°C, 1 l) LP973APE103H
c. Winter screen wash ready to use
(-30°C, 5 l) LP973APE104H
d. Winter screen wash concentrate
(-60°C, 500 ml) LP973APE102H
e. Winter screen wash concentrate
(-60°C, 250 ml) LP973APE101H
Ice scraper with glove
Convenience without the cold chill.
Keep your hand dry and warm while
scraping snow and ice from your
windscreen.
LP950APE01H (not included in the kit)

Summer car care kit
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated summer screen wash to keep
your view of the road crystal-clear and
smear-free by removing oily deposits,
dead insects and other residues. To
remove really stubborn insect remains
from the windscreen and headlights,
there’s also an insect remover spray.
Especially formulated for alloy wheels,
the rim cleaner spray doubles up as a
high quality degreaser, and simplifies
the removal of brake dust and grime.
The extra sponge helps to wipe away
tough blemishes from glass surfaces.
LP974APE102H (kit contains all the
above mentioned products)
The following are also available
individually:
a. Summer screen wash 1:100
concentrate (40 ml) LP974APE101H
b. Rim cleaner spray
(500 ml) LP970APE101H
c. Insect remover spray
(500 ml) LP970APE102H

Glasscoat

Glasscoat
More protection, more shine: The advanced glasscoat formula shields your
exterior from the effects of pollution,
solvent, road salt, car washes and bird
deposits – no waxing required. You
can even use it to keep your carpets
and upholstery clean from everyday
dirt and stains.
LP982APE1BROH (bronze pack)
LP982APE1SILH (silver pack)
LP982APE1GOLH (gold pack)

Summer car care kit

Winter car care kit
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Touch-up paints

Ice scraper with glove
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